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Recent Company News
EPIC the Dividend and Outside the
Box Company Presents the
TRANSFORMED EPIC
EPIC, The Dividend Company, Is
Developing Joint Ventures With
Medical Device Companies, and
Announces the Fifteenth Quarterly
Stock Dividend

EPIC provides cost effective, value-added turn-key solutions, to under
capitalized small companies. The turn-key solutions include exempted
transactions from registration of short and long term integrated private and
public solicitations of capital that provide a builtin exit strategy.
The EPIC Process enables a qualified private company ("QPC") through a
qualified private placement ("QPP") or a qualified merger ("QM") to raise
capital at a low cost, in the short and long term, while establishing a built in
exit strategy. The exit strategy, at an appropriate time, enables it to become
a development stage public company ("DSPC"). The DSPC by becoming a
publicly traded company will have a higher intrinsic value then remaining
private and provide a basis for raising additional capital at a lower cost.
The QPC, as a DSPC (a publicly traded company), can continue to operate
as a private company and is not subject to the limitations and restrictions
imposed by the Securities Act of 1933 or the Securities Exchange Act of
1934.
The EPIC Process generates revenues from one or more the following:
•Tax free exchanges of free trading securities of subsidiaries or affiliated
companies for restricted securities of independent start-up or development
stage companies, with an option to repurchase the free trading securities;
• The sale of free trading shares of subsidiary or affiliated companies to
QPC's for a two to five year promissory note, payable on demand in cash or
in Qualified Securities, which include free trading shares of common stock
plus one or more series of free trading warrants to purchase free trading
common stock; and/or
• Fees earned from the EPIC Process are paid in restricted stock and cash or
its Qualified Securities which include free trading shares of common stock
plus one or more series of free trading warrants to purchase free trading
common stock.
EPIC has a distribution agreement with a company to sell the AcuFAB®
MedSoles and AcuFAB® Overlay Support Surfaces, and another
company to sell AcuFAB® as a wound healing product. They have also
made contact with a manufacturer in New York that can use AcuFAB®
to produce incontinence pads with a barrier and an absorbent pad that
are also washable and dry-able.

This document may contain forward-looking statements, including information about future expectations, plans and prospects. In particular, when used in the
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